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Abstract. . In this work, we investigate an energy-efficient 
simulation technique using NVIDIA compute unified device 
architecture (CUDA) to fast analysis of nanomaterial 
properties. In this approach, multithreaded parallel 
programming is used to solve the concurrent/parallel 
segments of the problem. The sequential portion of the 
program is executed on a multicore central processing unit 
(CPU), and the parallel portion of the program is executed on 
a graphics processing unit (GPU). Experimental results from 
finite difference method (FDM)-based on Laplace’s equation 
demonstrate up to 257x speedup and 97% energy savings 
over a parallel MATLAB implementation while solving a 
4Kx4K problem with reasonable accuracy.  
 

1. Introduction 
 
Current methods to study thermoelectric behavior of 
composite materials are not satisfactory. While physical 
stress-testing of nanocomposites is well established, 
techniques for analyzing lightning strike in a laboratory 
are expensive, ineffectual and often dangerous [1]. 
MathWorks (sequential MATLAB) is often used for 
advancements like material and process engineering in 
research and industrial activities such as lightning strike 
simulation. MATLAB introduced Parallel Computing 
Toolbox to data-intensive and computationally 
expensive problems [2]. However, simulations based on 
MATLAB are very time consuming. Since MATLAB 
is written in C, and CUDA architecture supports C 
Language, we explore CUDA/C based simulation 
technique of nanocomposite thermoelectric properties 
to improve simulation. NVIDIA GPU cards contain up 
to 2496 cores, while the best CPU today may have up 
to 16 cores [3]. In this work, we use Kepler cards to run 
the parallel CUDA/C code. 
 
2. Application Used 
 
Poisson’s equation as described in equation 1 is used to 
compute high electric charge distribution based on 
finite difference approximation. 
 
εx(i.j)�φi+1,j – φi,j�

dx
+ εy(i.j)�φi,j+1 – φi,j�

dy
+ εx(i−1.j)�φi,j – φi−1,j�

dx
+

εy(i.j−1)�φi,j – φi,j−1�
dy

= 0 (1) 
 

Where dx and dy are the spatial grid size, φ(i,j) is the 
electric potential defined at lattice point (i, j), and εx(i.j) 
and εy(i.j) are the effective x- and y-direction 
permittivity defined at edges of the element cell (i, j). 
 
In many cases where charge distribution is not known, 
the Laplace’s equation can be used to solve electrostatic 
problems by approximation as described in Equation 2.  
 
�φi+1,j – φi,j�

dx
+ �φi,j+1 – φi,j�

dy
+ �φi,j – φi−1,j�

dx
+ �φi,j – φi,j−1�

dy
= 0 

    (2) 
 
By setting dx and dy values, we assume simulation has 
same scale, and Laplace’s equation can be further 
simplified to Equation 3. 
 
�φi+1,j – φi,j�+�φi,j+1 – φi,j�+�φi,j – φi−1,j�+�φi,j – φi,j−1�

4
= 0  

      (3) 
 

We solve Equation (3) using MATLAB and CUDA/C 
to show the time and energy saving due to CUDA/C. 
 
3. Data Level Parallelism on GPU 
 
In CUDA program, a massive number of threads are 
generated for computation. The threads should be 
processed concurrently in parallel on GPU cores. Data 
parallelism helps GPU execute the threads faster. 
Data parallelism in this experiment is achieved by 
dividing the workload into smaller problems, and 
maximizing utilization for each core. For example, a 
steady-state heat equation (see Figure 2 (a)) can be 
divided into two equations (odd and even) (see Figure 2 
(b)). Two cores will maximize utilization, yielding 
lower execution time as visualized in Figure 2. 
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function 
Processdata(input 
a) outputs b 
id = 1; 
size = n; 
while (id<size) 
 b[id] = f(a[id- 
 1], a[id+1]); 
 id +=1; 
end; 

 

function 
Processdata(input 
a) outputs b 
id = 2; 
size = n; 
while (id<size) 
 b[id] = f(a[id-1], 
 a[id+1]); 
 id +=2; 
end; 

function 
Processdata(input 
a) outputs b 
id = 1; 
size = n; 
while (id<size) 
 b[id] = f(a[id-1], 
 a[id+1]); 
 id +=2; 
end; 

Single Process 
 

Even Process Odd Process 
(a) Single-process (b) Dual-process 

Fig. 2. Workload Division Technique 
 
4. CPU-GPU Workflow 
 
When the user starts a CUDA program, CPU program 
allocate memory on GPU for computation and results. 
CPU will then copy input workload into GPU memory. 
While copying data, CUDA program determines 
allocation parameters of how many cores are needed to 
execute. GPU will start compute the requested 
workload. Once complete, GPU will inform CPU and 
CPU will copy output from GPU. 
 
A CUDA program can be broken down into sequential 
and concurrent parts. Programmer determines a 
concurrent program and offload to GPU while freeing 
CPU for other tasks as illustrated by Figure 3. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Data and instructions exchange mechanism. 
 
While traditional MATLAB (sequential) does not allow 
controls for user to make use of the compute cores, 
advanced MATLAB uses parallel computing toolbox 
take advantage of parallel computing. 
 
5. Results and Discussion 
 
Using the parallel technique, simulation is executed 
using various sizes. From Table 1, parallel MATLAB 

and CUDA shows linear relationship to problem size, 
while sequential program increases exponentially. 
Figure 4 uses parallel MATLAB as baseline and 
illustrates speed up of CUDA. This reduces the time to 
solve the same problem. Due to the time saving, the 
CUDA/C program should also save energy 
consumption up to 97%. 
 
Table 1: Time due to CUDA/C and parallel MATLAB 

Size 
(N x N) 

Sequential 
MATLAB 
Time(sec) 

Parallel 
MATLAB 
Time(sec) 

CUDA/C Time  
With Shared 

Memory 

256 1.63 6.17 0.01 

512 13.17 33.58 0.06 

1024 52.82 39.06 0.27 

2048 210.40 60.07 0.98 

4096 962.35 124.73 3.75 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Speedup of Laplace’s equation due to CUDA/C 
and parallel MATLAB 

 
6. Conclusion 
 
In this work, we explore data parallelism on GPU to 
improve simulation performance. We solve Laplace’s 
equation to simulate the electric charge distribution on a 
2D surface. According to experimental results, 
CUDA/C simulation runs 257x faster and saves up to 
97% energy when compared with MATLAB 
implementation. This work can be extended to further 
explore data regrouping techniques. 
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